is turned in anxious expectation - be - to whom all
with renewed hope for examples of diligence and faith
fulfill in the discharge of our duties have been re-
current? Gentlemen it rests with you to answer these
questions to realize the hopes conceived respecting you.
For while I thus urge upon my colleagues the necessity
of action - would I have you fellow members of the lower
Chapar in remain inactive - the character of our debates
the lethargy and apathy which each succeeding night
is exhibited here have been animal replaced upon freely and
frequently enough - It becomes us then to redeem the
character of the debates - to awake from this lethargy - to
arise from this apathy which has for so long a time
drenched our faculties and emasculated our energies - But
Can this be effected? Can we hope in the short space
of one season or one year to counteract the evil which
has so long been brewing? The answer is plain it Cans
be done - but in one way only - It cannot be accomplished
by individual effort - but it may be secured by unanimity
of Action.

It is true of Nations but preeminently so
of literary institutions like ours that "in union there is
strength" - we are connected by ties stronger than those
of mere friendships for we owe to one another the per-
formance of all duties that may be required of us in
a social capacity - From the very nature of our union
it is declared we must all participate in the honor or
Shame in the degree of each individual member - Next